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Annual Review of Developments in Instructions—2008
Lieutenant Colonel Edward J. O’Brien & Colonel Timothy Grammel

“Damn the Torpedoes! Full Speed Ahead!”—Fourth Amendment Search and Seizure Law in the 2008
Military Appellate Term of Court
Lieutenant Colonel Stephen R. Stewart, USMC

Discovery and Sentencing—2008 Update
Major Maureen A. Kohn

The More Things Change, the More They Stay the Same: Has the Scope of Military Appellate Courts’
Jurisdiction Really Changed since Clinton v. Goldsmith?
Major Tyesha E. Lowery

Whose Side Are You On?
Lieutenant Colonel Kwasi L. Hawks

There’s More to the Game than Shooting: Appellate Court Coaching of Panel Selection, Voir Dire,
and Challenges for Cause
Major S. Charles Neill
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